Abstract-Small talk is an important social lubricant that helps people, especially strangers, initiate conversations and make friends with each other in physical proximity. However, due to difficulties in quickly identifying significant topics of common interest, real-world small talk tends to be superficial. The mass popularity of mobile phones can help improve the effectiveness of small talk. In this paper, we present E-SmallTalker, a distributed mobile communications system that facilitates social networking in physical proximity. It automatically discovers and suggests topics such as common interests for more significant conversations. We build on Bluetooth Service Discovery Protocol (SDP) to exchange potential topics by customizing service attributes to publish non-service-related information without establishing a connection. We propose a novel iterative Bloom filter protocol that encodes topics to fit in SDP attributes and achieves a low false-positive rate. We have implemented the system in Java ME for ease of deployment. Our experiments on real-world phones show that it is efficient enough at the system level to facilitate social interactions among strangers in physical proximity. To the best of our knowledge, E-SmallTalker is the first distributed mobile system to achieve the same purpose.
INTRODUCTION

Motivation
F ACE-TO-FACE interaction plays an irreplaceable role in our daily lives, especially for social networking purposes. Compared to other forms of social interaction that are separated by time and space boundaries, face-to-face interaction in physical proximity facilitates nonverbal communication. In a face-to-face meeting, for example, people can easily make eye contact and discern others' moods, personalities, and surroundings. These nonverbal cues provide immediate and valuable feedback that helps people adjust their topics of conversation, body language, and communication manners accordingly.
Apparently, not all people are equally skillful in harnessing what physical proximity can offer to its fullest extent. A well-known barrier is the so-called social gap. When people interact with strangers or unfamiliar parties, they tend to feel self-conscious and reluctant to communicate. Small talk is a widely used everyday technique for shortening the social gap by initiating conversations about readily observable topics such as the weather. However, the effectiveness of small talk is limited if it only covers superficial weather-like topics. Indeed, without assistance, it is generally difficult for ordinary people to identify more significant common topics with strangers in face-to-face social settings.
The mass popularity of mobile phones could potentially help improve the practice of small talk. Today, the number of mobile phone subscriptions has reached over five billion worldwide [1] . These phones always accompany their owners and are exposed to much information that could be leveraged for more meaningful social interactions, such as mutual friends, common interests, the same schools attended or places visited, and even the fact that two users have already met. We could leverage these mobile phones to enhance the effectiveness of small talk for social networking in physical proximity among strangers.
The Key Challenge
The key challenge for such a mobile social networking system is that it must reach a critical mass of users to be useful. That is, the system would provide little value to a user unless a large percentage of other people with whom he would like to interact were also using it.
Clearly, the system should be able to automatically suggest common topics between users who intend to initiate small talk. A straightforward approach is to use a server-based infrastructure, in which a central server stores all users' information and provides common topics based on matching results. A user's client application on his mobile phone needs to report his geolocation to or send IDs of nearby phones to the server via data services (e.g., Internet or SMS) so that the server can discover commonalities among users. Then, the matching results are retrieved by or pushed to the client application.
The centralized approach is problematic for two reasons: 1) Not all mobile phones have data services everywhere. For example, mobile data services may be unavailable or too expensive in many developing regions. 2) Not all users are willing to report their sensitive personal information such as geolocation to a central server. Even though one may be willing to report his own information, he may not have others' permission to report their information, i.e., their phone IDs. Moreover, a central server can be a performance bottleneck and a single point of failure and has the risk of being compromised. Consequently, a centralized system for small talk would be less likely to reach a critical mass of users than systems without the above roadblocks.
Our Contributions
This paper presents E-SmallTalker, a novel distributed mobile communication system aiming to facilitate more effective social networking among strangers in physical proximity. Our system requires no data services like Internet access. It exchanges user information between two phones and performs matching locally. It uses Bluetooth for communication and is implemented using Java ME. Hence, it can be deployed on most commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) mobile phones shipped with Bluetooth and Java. This positions it to reach many mobile phone users.
Beyond addressing the key challenge of reaching a critical mass of users, our contributions are as follows:
. We build on Bluetooth Service Discovery Protocol (SDP) to search for nearby E-SmallTalker users. We extend SDP service attribute values for a new purpose: publishing encoded user data to discover potential small talk topics. Our approach does not require user interference for Bluetooth connection establishment. . We propose a novel iterative Bloom filter (IBF) protocol to encode user information. Data are encoded in a bit string to address SDP attributes' size limit. The initial Bloom filters are refined in a few rounds until the desired low false-positive rate is achieved. Our rationales are as follows: Bluetooth is the most suitable communication technology for our purposes. There are four main types of such technology available on mobile phones: cellular networks, infrared data association (IrDA), Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth. Cellular network communication is costly and often unreliable in typical social settings, e.g., inside buildings. IrDA is limited to line-of-sight communication within 1 m, which may be considered intrusive among strangers. Wi-Fi is only available on rather high-end phones, consumes considerable energy, and its communication ranges beyond 30 m. In contrast, Bluetooth is available on almost all phones, it consumes little energy, and its communication range is 10 m (class II devices). Hence, we choose Bluetooth for communication.
Bluetooth application development on mobile phones entails overcoming several obstacles. For security reasons, a phone requests user permission for Bluetooth connection establishment and a passcode for pairing. Hence, an application using Bluetooth connections for data transmission requires explicit user interactions. Users must babysit the system, which is too intrusive for strangers. We need to exchange information among two phones without Bluetooth connection establishment. We achieve this by using Bluetooth SDP to publish/ exchange information. In SDP, each service is represented by a service record. All service information that a phone-based SDP server maintains is stored therein as a list of service attributes. Each attribute describes a service property (e.g., name, type, and so on) and comprises an attribute ID and corresponding value. The value is a variable length field, which our system uses to publish encoded user information.
But SDP can only publish limited information, whose size varies based on mobile phone models. For instance, one phone can publish up to 10 attributes, each of which stores at most 128 bytes. We use Bloom filters for encoding user information so it fits in SDP's attribute values. To further reduce exchanged information, we propose a novel Bloom filter technique that iteratively refines Bloom filters in several rounds to achieve a desired low false-positive rate given SDP's constraint. The Bloom filters are published via SDP to discover common topics. Common topic discovery is based on topic membership in other devices' filters, which limits system transmission and computation. As a one-way hashing technique, Bloom filters provide some privacy against eavesdroppers. It is difficult to reconstruct the filter information without exhaustively searching the input space.
We implement the proposed system using Java ME, which is supported on a wide variety of mobile phones. We build our system on the Bluetooth protocol without modifying the protocol stack. Thus, the system easily runs on most Bluetooth-enabled COTS mobile phones. We perform experiments on real-world phones. Our results show that E-SmallTalker achieves our design goals.
A Typical Usage Scenario
Suppose two strangers, Alice and Bob, encounter each other at an airport. Both are interested in several movies. As they are strangers, they only make small talk about the weather, which is clearly superficial. If they run E-SmallTalker on their mobile phones, the system encodes their movie interests into Bloom filters, which are published as service attribute values in SDP's service record. The system automatically exchanges Bloom filters, performs information matching locally on the phones, and informs them of their common interest in movies. They can easily start a meaningful conversation about movies. The entire procedure requires neither a central server nor Internet access; it is transparent to both Alice and Bob until each of their phones finds their common interests.
To the best of our knowledge, E-SmallTalker is the first distributed mobile system for social networking between strangers, with two supporting techniques: a new way of utilizing Bluetooth SDP and a novel IBF protocol.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work on social networking applications (SNAs). Section 3 presents our system design. Section 4 presents an extension of our system to verify commonalities. Section 5 presents our implementation and performance evaluation. Section 6 discusses further issues and Section 7 concludes.
In this section, we review related work focusing on SNAs on mobile phones. A considerable body of work has contributed to this area. Some SNAs are centralized, whereas other SNAs are distributed. We will review background material and related work for Bluetooth SDP and Bloom filters in Section 3 when discussing system design.
Centralized SNAs
The SNAs in this category are primarily Internet based. They store user data including social networks on a (conceptually) central server and allow users to find friends and share data via SNA clients running on mobile phones.
Social Serendipity [2] is a typical example of the centralized SNA. Specifically, it maps Bluetooth MAC addresses to user profiles on other social networking websites. To facilitate face-to-face interactions between nearby strangers, it retrieves their mobile devices' Bluetooth MAC addresses and uses them to retrieve the strangers' profiles on the server for similarity matching. It uses SMS for device-server communication.
A number of other centralized SNAs aim to enhance awareness and interaction between friends when they are in physical proximity. In general, these SNAs obtain a user's current geographical location and notify his nearby friends. This gives friends knowledge of each other's whereabouts, facilitating opportunistic interactions. Representative applications include PeopleTones [3] , Hummingbird [4] , Just-forUs [5] , and Micro-Blog [6] .
In general, centralized SNAs have the following limitations: 1) the server may not always be reachable; 2) communications between the server and devices (via SMS, Wi-Fi, or 2G/3G) may be costly, unreliable, and even unavailable; and 3) user privacy may be compromised, e.g., by saving location and other personal data on a third-party server. By comparison, our system uses short-range communication technologies such as Bluetooth to provide reliable service operation without suffering from these limitations.
Distributed SNAs
The SNAs in this category enable mobile devices to directly communicate with each other without requiring a third party. For example, Social Net [7] logs nearby users' Bluetooth addresses to infer users' interaction patterns over time. Nokia Sensor [8] allows users to detect others in the vicinity via Bluetooth; once a connection is established, two devices can exchange information. PeopleNet [9] multicasts messages or queries to a selected group of devices connected by a mobile ad hoc network based on Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. Nokia Sensor and PeopleNet require establishment of a Bluetooth connection, which requires user intervention and only occurs between trusted parties. These applications focus on providing users service when they are already connected via Bluetooth.
Point&Connect [10] facilitates device pairing between two users in physical proximity by having one user point his device to another user's device. When multiple devices are nearby, acoustic cues are used by all devices to determine the device toward which the initiating device is pointing.
Our work focuses on initiating meaningful small talk by identifying common topics between two strangers. While Point&Connect has a entirely different focus, its results can be leveraged in our work, e.g., when one person intends to initiate small talk with another person in a crowd.
There has also been some work [11] , [12] related to ours. Champion et al. [11] describe a mobile system for cryptographically verifying friendships in social networks. Champion et al. [12] describe measurements performed on Bluetooth device discovery processes. In contrast, our work focuses on initiating meaningful small talks with strangers leveraging their commonalities.
SYSTEM DESIGN
In this section, we present the system design of ESmallTalker. We first overview the system architecture. Then, we discuss two key components therein: context encoding and matching and context exchange. Fig. 1 shows the E-SmallTalker system architecture, which includes the following four software components:
System Architecture
. Context data store: This component stores user data that contributes to small talk and metadata that controls system operation. Small talk between two people is often highly situated: Topics may cover mutual friends and hobbies, schools both attended, places both visited, and historical facts such as their meeting last year in the same conference. System metadata includes the Bloom filter parameters and user preferences such as what data may and may not be published (in Bloom filters to strangers). For the scope of this paper, we simplify this part and assume that friends' information is imported from the phone contact database and that the user's interests are represented in a limited vocabulary of keywords. . Context encoding and matching: This component encodes the context data to be published by the context exchange component. The data are encoded using Bloom filters with user-configured parameters. To save computation, the Bloom filters are computed and cached in the context data store when the parameters are changed or the encoded data are updated. The Bloom filters are retrieved by the context exchange to find matching elements when a query is received. . Context exchange: This component includes a Bluetooth server (BTS) and a Bluetooth client (BTC). The BTS creates the service record with Bloom filters as service attribute values and publishes the service record via the Bluetooth SDP server. The BTC first performs an inquiry over the Bluetooth radio to retrieve the MAC address of any device in the physical proximity at the time of inquiry; then it discovers whether the device is running E-SmallTalker. If this is the case, it retrieves the Bloom filters that the device publishes. . User interface (UI): This component provides interfaces for a user to configure small talk policies and rules. For example, the user can specify which contacts to encode in his Bloom filter; what personal profile data to publish, e.g., name, age, phone number, gender, and interests; Bloom filter parameters to encode his own information; and conditions by which a received Bloom filter will be ignored. The user can also specify how he is notified of matching information: text display, ringtone, vibration, or speech. For the scope of this paper, we also simplify this part and assume that the contact Bloom filter encodes all friends' names plus mobile phone numbers and that the interest Bloom filter encodes all listed personal interests. The four components work together to help users initiate small talk. The corresponding workflow is as follows: First, our E-SmallTalker system uses the context data store to record user-customized profile information. Then, the context encoding and matching component compresses and encodes information from the context data store into Bloom filters. When two users are in Bluetooth communication range, their context exchange components automatically exchange their Bloom filters to find their similarities via Bluetooth SDP. In different social scenarios, users can easily configure corresponding settings via the UI component. This paper focuses on the two most critical components: context encoding and matching and context exchange.
Context Encoding and Matching
To discover possible matches based on Bluetooth SDP, we first formulate the problem and then present a new multiround, iterative discovery protocol for context encoding and matching based on Bloom filters. The goal is to minimize system overhead and error rate under the constraint that Bluetooth SDP can only exchange limited information.
Problem Formulation
Small talk topics can include any commonalities, such as common friends and shared interests. Here, we abstract all of those as topics. The problem can be formulated as follows:
Consider a dynamic set U ¼ fu 1 ; u 2 ; :::; u N g of N potential communication partners in which each user u i has a set SetU i ¼ fa i;1 ; a i;2 ; . . . ; a i;ni g of n i data items. Each a i;j (1 i N, 1 j n i ) is a topic of interest. Each user u i wants to discover two things: 1) the identical items in SetU i and SetU k (1 i; k N; i 6 ¼ k); and 2) the corresponding user u k if there are identical items between SetU i and SetU k .
A naïve way is to establish a Bluetooth connection between two devices u i and u k and transfer the two data sets together to compute their intersection, SetU i \ SetU k . However, this requires user interaction to set up Bluetooth connection and transfer a large message.
Alternatively, we encode the data sets in Bloom filters and use the Bluetooth SDP to transmit the Bloom filters. Then, we compute their intersection. This approach is nonintrusive and more efficient.
Basic Bloom Filter
The Bloom filter [13] is a time-and space-efficient probabilistic data structure for testing whether an element is a member of a set. A Bloom filter is a vector of m bits, each of which is initially set to "0." When adding a new element to the Bloom filter, we compute the element over k independent hash functions to generate k hash values as the indices to the vector. The corresponding k entries are set to "1." To insert a set of n elements, this procedure is repeated n times until all the elements are encoded in the Bloom filter. During the procedure, if a bit is already set, we leave it as "1." To query an element against a given Bloom filter, the k hashing indices are computed: The element is a member of the set only if all the k corresponding bits are "1" in the vector.
As a probabilistic data structure, Bloom filters are subject to false positives, i.e., they may mistakenly confirm the membership of a given element in lookup. The false-positive rate f is defined by the probability that all the corresponding k bits for any given element are "1" in the Bloom filter although it is not really a member of the represented set. Assuming that a hash function selects each position in a Bloom filter with equal probability, then the quantitative measurement of the false-positive rate is defined by the following formula:
There are two challenges that must be addressed: First, the size of a Bloom filter m grows linearly with the size of a data set n if we want to guarantee a given false-positive rate f. Second, the size of a Bloom filter is effectively bounded by the maximum size of custom information that a SDP service record can publish, which varies on different mobile phones.
Several other extensions to the basic Bloom filter exist in the literature [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] that are orthogonal to ours. However, the results of these works cannot be readily applied to mobile phones because Bluetooth SDP can only exchange limited information; thus, a preferred false-positive rate cannot be guaranteed when the data set is large. A suitable compromise must be sought. We discuss our solution in the next section, which addresses this problem by a novel iterative protocol.
An Iterative Discovery Protocol
We aim to achieve the desired false-positive rate f with a minimum total amount of transmission given the constraints imposed by the implementation of Bluetooth SDP. We devise a multiround protocol: In each round, a Bloom filter with some false-positive rate is published and a subset of common data items is computed; this smaller subset is then encoded in another new Bloom filter with much lower false-positive rate; eventually, the commonalities are reported with the desired rate f.
We specify the protocol as follows: For simplicity, it assumes that there are only two parties, A and B. Let the interesting data sets of A and B be SetU A and SetU B , respectively. It is not difficult to extend the protocol specification to allow for multiple parties.
Step 1. Initially (round 0), both devices encode their own data sets, SetU , respectively, and publish them using a special static attribute ID in the SDP service record.
Step
A . Finally, A publishes BF rþ1 A and the current step number r using a new dynamic attribute ID calculated from B's Bluetooth ID (e.g., the last 4 bytes of a hash of B's ID), making it specific to B. Symmetrically, B takes the same action.
Step 3. In the following ðr þ 2Þth round, A first retrieves BF rþ1 B that is specially generated for A.
Step 2 is repeated similarly to generate a new matching set SetU especially for B published with the same attribute ID as in step 2. This process is repeated until the new matching set is empty or the same as that of the last round or the desired false-positive rate is reached. A dynamic attribute is removed from the SDP service record when a predefined lifetime is reached after the end of the above process.
In each round, we replace an old hash function with a new independent hash function generated by the technique described in [14] . In this way, we can iteratively eliminate the case in which two items have the same set of hash values. Thus, for any two honest parties A and B, the resulting set SetU r A in round r (r ! 1) between A and B converges to SetU A \ SetU B as r ! 1.
Between two strangers A and B, it is reasonable to assume that the intersection of their data sets is a proper subset of either original set and the intersection is much smaller. As the data set size n decreases, so does the Bloom filter size m when the false-positive rate f and number of hash functions k are fixed. In each round, when a new Bloom filter is constructed, we can either dynamically decrease the filter size m according to the current n and resulting f, or decrease f dramatically by keeping the filter size m.
In our implementation, the length of a Bloom filter in each round should be less than or equal to 128 bytes, which is the maximum effective size of any attribute value in the Bluetooth SDP service record, and the number of rounds should be less than 10, which is the maximum number of attribute IDs that can be used to publish Bloom filters. We found that the size of the initial data set (e.g., contacts) SetU 0 A for any user A is a few hundred, the protocol converges after a few rounds, and two rounds are normally enough for strangers. Hence, it is effectively a two-round protocol.
Algorithm 1 specifies our two-round protocol for publishing user data and discovering matches. The same algorithm is executed on every device in question. In the first round, we initiate Bloom filter BF 0 , insert all the user data items into BF 0 , and then publish the resulting BF 0 . In the second round, Bloom filters are retrieved from all nearby devices. If matches are found with the Bloom filter BF i from any user u i , we store the matches in the corresponding set CS i . We build a new Bloom filter BF The above multiround scheme is essentially an IBF protocol that can significantly reduce the size requirements of Bloom filters and hence improve system efficiency without sacrificing precision of the false-positive rate. We show the performance benefits in the next section.
The Benefits of IBFs
Now, we illustrate the performance benefits of our IBF protocol. Let f, k, M, and n be the fixed false-positive rate, number of hash functions, maximum filter length (bits), and data set size, respectively. By solving (1) for the basic Bloom filter length m, we find
In contrast, our two-round IBF protocol first finds the smallest false-positive rate f 1 > f such that the Bloom filter length m 1 ¼ dÀðknÞ= lnð1 À f 1=k 1 Þe < M. Then, IBF computes the number of false positives n 1 ¼ df 1 Á ne, the new falsepositive rate f 2 ¼ f=f 1 , and the basic Bloom filter length m 2 ¼ dÀðkn 1 Þ= lnð1 À f 1=k 2 ÞÞe. IBF's total filter length is m 1 þ m 2 . Clearly, n 1 < n, f 1 < 1, f 2 < 1, and m increases as f decreases or n increases. It can be seen that
Consider the following example. Suppose that a user has n ¼ 150 contacts, a phone number is expressed as 10 digits, and the average length of names is 10 characters.
(Names' actual lengths may be much longer.) In a naïve approach where we publish a list of phone numbers and names, we need 150 Á ð10 þ 10Þ ¼ 3; 000 bytes. To guarantee a f ¼ 0:001% false-positive rate with k ¼ 7 hash functions, we need a Bloom filter with m ¼ 612 bytes, which saves about 80 percent space over the naïve approach. (We solve for m using (2). Calculated Bloom filter sizes are given in supplementary material, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at h t t p : / / d o i . i e e e c o m p u t e r s o c i e t y . o r g / 1 0 . 1 1 0 9 / TPDS.2012.251.) Using our two-round IBF protocol, we can achieve the same false-positive rate with much fewer bytes. Given the same contact list and the 128 bytes length constraint, we can use m 1 ¼ 125 bytes for the first Bloom filter in the first round. This allows us to achieve a falsepositive rate of f 1 ¼ 5%. We obtain an initial common set with n 1 ¼ d150 Á 5%e ¼ 8 false positives. In the second round, we need only build a Bloom filter to address this reduced set while keeping the false-positive rate at f 2 ¼ 0:001%=5% ¼ 0:02%. Regardless of whether there are true common elements, the second Bloom filter's overhead that accounts for the n 1 ¼ 8 false positives is m 2 < 29 bytes. Therefore, the worst case overhead is about m 1 þ m 2 < 154 bytes to achieve the same false-positive rate of f ¼ 0:001%, which is almost 75 percent savings compared to the 612 bytes required by the basic Bloom filter. More savings are expected when the number of contacts or number of rounds grows larger. This example shows IBF's merits over the basic Bloom filter.
Context Exchange
A common way of using Bluetooth to exchange information involves several steps: 1) search for nearby devices; 2) discover the services they provide; and 3) pair two devices and establish a connection to use a discovered service. In step 3, a mobile phone will ask for user permission to accept a Bluetooth connection as well as a passcode for pairing. For target users of our system who are strangers, this is too intrusive and irritating. We need to find a way for two phones to communicate with each other without establishing a Bluetooth connection. We achieve this by using Bluetooth's SDP to exchange encoded user information.
The trick is to exploit Bluetooth service attribute values to publish Bloom filters. SDP provides a means for applications to discover which services are available and to determine the attributes of those services. In SDP, each service is represented by a service record that is identified by a 128-bit universally unique identifier (UUID). All service information maintained by an SDP server is contained within a single service record, which comprises a list of service attributes. Each service attribute describes a single service characteristic (e.g., its name, type, parameters, protocols used) and consists of an attribute ID and the corresponding attribute value. The attribute value is a variable length field, which our system exploits to publish custom data. A client may issue an SDP request to retrieve information from a service record maintained by the SDP server on another device.
Our system takes advantage of this structure. We create a service record by starting a virtual service with a known UUID and a list of attributes. We use attribute values to publish information encoded in Bloom filters. We call it a "virtual service" because it provides no service in the traditional sense that a client can consume or to which a client can connect. It exists only to publish attributes. By updating the service record to the SDP servers, two Bluetooth devices can exchange information without setting up a Bluetooth connection.
Unlike Wi-Fi, there is no broadcast channel or beacon signals in Bluetooth as Bluetooth uses a frequency-hopping spread spectrum radio technology. To perform communications, a Bluetooth slave device must follow the master's hop pattern which cannot be generated without knowing the master's address/clock values. Therefore, our system adopts a pull model, not a push model. A device is not broadcasting its service; rather, it is publishing its service, waiting for another device to discover it and retrieve the information.
An alternative approach to exchange information without setting up a Bluetooth connection is to use the Bluetooth device name, which consists of a maximum of 248 bytes of text data. We instead use Bluetooth SDP because it can publish more information than a single device name. The size of custom data (the number of attributes times the length of attribute values) in a service record varies on different mobile devices. For example, we find a successful communication between a Sony-Ericsson W810i phone and a Nokia N82 can exchange up to 10 attributes, each of which has a maximum of 128 bytes of data. Two N82s can exchange more attributes and more bytes of data in each attribute. In addition, SDP provides more flexible and fine-grained control as we can change attribute values individually.
The context exchange component in Fig. 2 shows an overview of Bluetooth SDP-based communication in our system. The BTS publishes Bloom filters through the phone's SDP server. The BTC acquires the other phone's Bloom filters by sending a SDP request to the SDP server on the target phone.
EXTENSION: RELAYING VERIFIED SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS
This section describes an extension of E-SmallTalker's Bluetooth SDP publishing mechanism for encoding and relaying cryptographically verified social relationships. Commonalities shared by physically proximate strangers can include common social relationships such as friends.
As discussed previously, E-SmallTalker can discover such common relationships among strangers. However, given the social gap, strangers meeting face-to-face might be wary of relationships discovered by E-SmallTalker. This calls for an approach to verify them and relay this (verified) information.
Example. Suppose Ellen, Fred, and George are researchers at the same conference and use E-SmallTalker. Ellen advises her student Fred, Ellen and George are collaborators, and Fred and George are strangers. Ellen would like to relay the "Fred is my student" relationship to George. However, if George receives this relationship information without any means of verification, he may distrust Fred. This can result in a missed opportunity for conversation between Fred and George.
Dedicated Friendship Name Card (D-Card)
To solve this problem, we propose a dedicated friendship name card (D-Card) [11] . Unlike a vCard [20] , which uniformly stores a user's contact information, a D-Card stores this information as well as extra information that is dedicated to the cardholder's specific relationship with the person whose information is on the D-Card. Fig. 3 shows a D-Card's structure. A D-Card's information has two parts: 1) the user's contact information; and 2) the dedicated information describing the specific social relationship between the user and the cardholder. In part 1, the user defines his contact information for the person with whom he has some relationship. Such information includes his name, phone number, and so on.
In part 2, the user uniquely defines his relationship with each such person, creates a public key to verify his digital signature for each such person, generates a digital signature based on the relationship information and each such person's Bluetooth address, and sets each signature's expiration date. This part's format is:
Relationship kPublic KeykBluetooth Address k ðDigitalSignatureÞ Expiration DatekDigital Signature:
A benefit of the dedicated information is the relationship definition, based on which users can control how much information is exchanged among nearby people. Another benefit is the digital signature. Without a central certificate authority in a Bluetooth piconet, the digital signature can act as a local trusted authority that verifies a user's Bluetooth address and relationships with others. In fact, the dedicated information can include any information, which the signature verifies. For example, user actions or physical character can be included. Mobile phones' form factor eases carrying many D-Cards.
D-Card Exchange
We leverage E-SmallTalker's Bluetooth SDP mechanisms discussed in Section 3 to share D-Cards among users without connection establishment. We concatenate fields of the D-Card's contact information. Following our IBF protocol, we hash the concatenated string into a Bloom filter subject to a certain false-positive rate. Suppose Fred is a student advised by Ellen. His D-Card information is hashed in the filter. Bloom filters are then exchanged.
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
We first overview the E-SmallTalker system implementation, then present the performance evaluation results.
System Implementation
We choose Java ME as our prototype development environment because it is supported on many mobile phones on the market. We implement the E-SmallTalker system and test it on several brands of phones, including Sony Ericsson (W810i) and Nokia (5610xm, 6650, N70, N75, N82). A social networking system like E-SmallTalker needs to run on a wide variety of phones: It is useful in practice only when a critical mass of users use it.
We implement the system with the Eclipse SDK and the Sun Java Wireless Toolkit for Connected Limited Device Configuration based on the Mobile Information Device Profile specification. We use the JSR-82 Java APIs for Bluetooth. When a user starts the application for the first time, it asks him to configure his personal profile (e.g., name, interests, and so on.) and system settings (e.g., automatic or manual discovery, time between discoveries). The system imports contacts from the address book; the user chooses which ones are published in the Bloom filter. Then, the system does the following:
1. generates and publishes filters via Bluetooth SDP according to user configuration; 2. retrieves filters from nearby mobile phones; 3. matches common interests or contacts; and 4. prompts the user when matches arise. Similarly, we implement our D-Card extension [11] to ESmallTalker using Java ME. For the D-Card's dedicated information, we use the relationship between the D-Card owner and holder, the D-Card's expiration date, and the holder's Bluetooth MAC address to determine the D-Card's validity. We generate and verify a digital signature from this information using the elliptic curve digital signature algorithm (ECDSA). ECDSA can achieve similar security as RSA with major storage savings for signatures. We use lcrypto with a 191-bit binary elliptic curve model. We run D-Card on Sony Ericsson W810i and Nokia 5610XM mobile phones.
Performance Evaluation
Experimental Setup
There are two classes of metrics to evaluate E-SmallTalker's performance: system performance and social performance. System performance includes discovery performance and power consumption. Social performance mainly includes the probability that proximate strangers share common interests. Evaluating social performance entails running a massive field test, which is very costly. As a first step of performance evaluation, we focus on system performance. System performance has a critical impact on whether people accept our system, which is the key challenge of our design. We plan to run a field test to measure social performance in future work.
A key system performance is discovery performance. To evaluate such performance, we use two metrics: 1) Successful discovery rate (percentage of successful discoveries in all attempts to find commonalities among nearby people); and 2) Commonality discovery time (time from starting a search to finding someone with common interests). Power consumption is key to system performance. Since Bluetooth communication dominates ESmallTalker's power consumption, we measure it during Bluetooth device discovery and Bloom filter retrieval (i.e., Bluetooth service discovery). We also measure E-SmallTalker's overall impact on battery life.
In our experiments, we use six mobile phones. Each experiment is repeated 10 times; the results are averaged. We survey 35 college students and find they have, on average, 143 contacts in their phones. We set the number of contacts per phone to n ¼ 150. We use k ¼ 7 hash functions for all Bloom filter operations. Since Bluetooth's technical details influence our experiments, we consider the following three factors: 1) Bluetooth search interval (time between two consecutive searches for Bluetooth devices/services), 2) number of nearby devices, and 3) distance between two devices (4 m by default).
Successful Discovery Rate and Discovery Time
We first conduct experiments to measure how the Bluetooth search interval and the number of users (devices) impact discovery performance.
We place the phones in close proximity. The Bluetooth search intervals were set to 60 or 120 s and the number of phones was increased iteratively from 2 to 6.
Figs. 4 and 5 show minimum, average, and maximum discovery times for different numbers of phones and intervals; Fig. 6 shows the successful discovery rate. We observe that the Bluetooth search interval has no major impact on discovery time, which is 10-20 s. The discovery performance decreases as the number of devices increases. In all cases, the successful discovery rate drops from 100 percent (two devices) to $ 80 percent (six devices).
Next, we study how the distance between devices affects common interest discovery performance. We place two Nokia N82 phones on the floor 1 m apart and measure the average discovery time and successful discovery rate. We increase the distance 1 m each time (up to 10 m). Fig. 7 shows the minimum, average and maximum discovery times versus distance between two phones. Fig. 8 presents the success rate versus distance. We find the minimum, average and maximum discovery times in our experiments are 13.39, 20.04, and 58.11 s, respectively, among all the E-SmallTalker data we collected. The overall success rate is 90 percent. Distance does not clearly affect times or rates. This result demonstrates E-SmallTalker's performance stability within 10 m.
According to the Bluetooth specification [21] , inquiry may take up to 10.24 s. Noisy environments can greatly increase inquiry time. While inquiring, a Bluetooth device will not respond to another device. Thus, if two mobile phones start inquiry at the same time, a collision occurs and service information cannot be obtained.
Power Consumption
To study trends regarding power consumption, we place two fully charged N82s 4 m apart. We read the battery voltage, current, and energy consumed once per second.
We measure one phone's energy cost for 1,000 rounds of Bluetooth device discovery and service discovery (i.e., Bloom filter retrieval). Fig. 9 shows cumulative energy consumption for 1,000 rounds of device discovery and service discovery. We find the former consumes much more energy than the latter. Hence, IBF's filter exchange has little impact on E-SmallTalker's power consumption.
Then, we monitor power consumption in device discovery with continuous, 60 s, and 120 s Bluetooth search intervals over 8 h. The results are shown in Fig. 10 . We find energy consumption decreases as the interval increases. Finally, we record E-SmallTalker's runtime on a fully charged N82 (1,050 mAh) until the battery is exhausted. With the cellular and Bluetooth radios on and a 60 s search interval, the phone runs for 29 h; without E-SmallTalker, it runs for 32 h. This result is encouraging since a user will likely only need to run E-SmallTalker when necessary, e.g., in specific social settings.
Due to space limitations, experiments on mobile phones' Bluetooth discovery ranges and our D-Card extension are discussed in supplementary material, available online.
DISCUSSIONS ON SECURITY AND PRIVACY
Our design assumes that users are willing to share personal information at some level with strangers without their awareness. Although security and privacy are not the focus of this work, we can still provide privacy against eavesdroppers (passive attacks) as Bloom filters use one-way hashing to encode topics (contacts, interests, and so on.). This makes it very difficult to reconstruct the original topics in a filter without exhaustively searching the topic space. To provide privacy against active attackers, we can use research results in the area of privacy-preserving set intersection, e.g., cryptographic protocols in [22] . But these protocols incur large computation and communication costs, which do not fit in our situation.
In general, our design is a tradeoff between privacy and performance given the constraints imposed by Bluetooth and mobile phones. We also assume that the communicating parties are in physical proximity, i.e., within 10 m, which is the nominal communication range for class II Bluetooth devices. Within such close distance, attackers can only do so much without being spotted.
Some possible attacks may compromise users' privacy:
. An attacker can publish a Bloom filter with a large number of random "1"s so that everyone nearby would recognize him as having common friends. Although this attack leads our system to provide false topics for an honest user, it does help him start a conversation. To defend against this attack, we can modify E-SmallTalker to check that the number of "1"s in any Bloom filter circulated in our system is below a threshold. . An attacker may launch a man-in-the-middle attack by intercepting and forwarding other people's Bloom filters. On one hand, since the purpose of our system is just to provide topics for facilitating a conversation among strangers, the transferred information is unlikely to be very sensitive. On the other hand, the middleman has no context information to decode the bits in an intercepted filter; it is very difficult to infer useful information. . An attacker may also copy contact information from a telephone directory and store it in bulk to his mobile phone. As a result, many users might recognize him as having common friends. However, this kind of attack is not very effective given the large number of contacts imported from the phone book. For example, suppose that the false-positive rate is 0.1 percent and there are 300,000 contacts in the phone book. Then, the number of matches is 300; 000 Á 0:1% ¼ 300, which is very high given that a person normally has only a few hundred contacts. Furthermore, this type of attack can be detected due to the large number of "1"s caused by the SDP-imposed size limit of Bloom filters. As in the first case, we can modify ESmallTalker to ignore such filters. . As Li et al. [23] observe, attackers can be "insider" ESmallTalker users who gather as much information as possible from nearby users' Bloom filters, a process they term "user profiling." This profiling bears resemblance to the social networking that ESmallTalker aims to facilitate. We can modify the ESmallTalker system to help users control this information sharing by providing different levels of granularity, e.g., interest in specific movies, movie genres, or "movies" in general. Users' information is then stored in the filter at the requested level of granularity; if none is specified, commonalities are stored at the coarsest granularity, e.g., 
CONCLUSION
We presented E-SmallTalker, a mobile phone-based distributed system for social networking in physical proximity among strangers. Our system suggested common topics for users to initiate significant conversations. Our system leveraged Bluetooth SDP to exchange these topics without connection establishment. We customized service attributes to publish non-service-related information. We proposed a novel IBF protocol that encodes topics to fit in SDP attributes to achieve a low false-positive rate. Our approach was efficient in computation and communication. We implemented the system and evaluated its performance on real-world phones. Our experiments and analyses showed our approach's promise for easing social interactions in physical proximity.
